380 new global Lithuanian professionals joined the network, reaching a total of 2080 members in 49 countries.

2 new Clubs of Lithuanian Professionals Abroad in Tallinn and Paris established, reaching a total of 25 Clubs in Europe, Asia, and North America.
BUSINESS ADVISORS

52 global professionals voluntarily consulted 150 Lithuanian companies on the issues of export.

LT BIG BROTHER

172 global professionals mentored 280 young Lithuanian talents in 5 global regions on their career choices.

EVENTS

550 diaspora and Lithuanian professionals made meaningful connections at GLL events.

21 global professionals shared their ideas or inspiring stories at GLL events.

250 professionals from 22 countries contributed to the creation of Lithuanian positioning statement, global academic network and new forms of global business advisory.

CITY ALUMNI

1000 young global professionals helped to activate communities in 10 Lithuanian cities.

CLUBS OF PROFESSIONALS

85 members of 15 Clubs of Lithuanian Professionals in Europe and the USA summoned to facilitated the growth of the network of Clubs.
TALENTS

- Our Network contacts helped to attract 9 high-level global professionals as Board members and C-level managers in Lithuanian companies.

- 9 young graduates of foreign universities started their careers at Lithuanian companies.

GLOBAL LITHUANIAN AWARDS

- 26 stories and achievements of diaspora professionals nominated for Global Lithuanian Awards 2019.

- 11 of them awarded as Laureates of Global Lithuanian Awards by President Gitanas Nausėda.

COMMUNICATION

- 12 monthly information digests were disseminated to GLL community of 5,000 readers.

- 200 peace of news posted on GLL social network pages, followed by 14,000 global people.

WWW.LITHUANIANLEADERS.ORG
FUNDS RAISED IN 2019

TOTAL FUNDS
125,764 EUR

Project revenue
35%

Operating income
42%

Support & memberships
24%

OPERATING INCOME
52,669 EUR

Support & memberships
29,577 EUR

PROJECT REVENUE
43,518 EUR

- LR Ministry of Economy and Innovation
- Events tickets
- Talent reach services
- LR Government Chancellery
- Business contact services for private sector

- Support from legal entities
- Memberships
- 2% of personal income tax

- European Social Fund Agency
- LR Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- LR Embassy in Berlin

WWW.LITHUANIANLEADERS.ORG